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By George Held

Poets Wear Prada. Paperback. Condition: New. 38 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.1in.A new
chapbook of poems about the moon for poetry and moon lovers alike: These poems remind all of
us, whether were poets or not, how much we need and desire the moon, which is always with us. I
love how Helds moon takes on human attributes, sometimes amenable, sometimes not perhaps
best displayed in the ending lines of the poem Menses: Think I cant influence the tides or drive men
mad Ask my lovers. This is exactly the type of moon we want hovering over the city and its environs
tough when necessary like the inhabitants themselves. No, the moon wont pay our rent, but its ours
for free full-throated and alive. Or as Held says about his relationship with the moon: Even Sandy
Cant take that Away from we. The moon in all its colors would agree. Tim Suermondt, ELECTION
NIGHT AND THE FIVE SATINS (Glass Lyre Press, 20I6) Here the moon becomes a mirror, the
articulation of a life. In the same way the ocean tells us what the moon is feeling, these poems
reveal the poetic speakers soul. Robert Carlos Garcia, founder of...
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ReviewsReviews

It is fantastic and great. It is writter in easy words and phrases instead of confusing. I am just delighted to explain how this is actually the best book i have
got read through during my individual life and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of . Mur l Sha na ha n DDS-- Pr of . Mur l Sha na ha n DDS

It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor  Gr a nt-- Conor  Gr a nt
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